Developing a cross over curriculum about topics that affect all members of our world DONALD FRANKLIN, APS/AAPT — Our educational system needs a cross over curriculum program which helps students to evaluate observations that allow for energy solutions in our world. Energy Solutions Foundations has developed three DVD teacher kits which contain materials for the classroom teacher to have profession contact with Engineers to help make the lessons much more believable. As this method is explored during multiple semesters, we should see a major change in the students as they will be learning to apply academic knowledge into a career choice. Classes are no longer about books of facts and skills, but the depth persons and populations were able to agree to develop energy for their community, based on a set of values. All attendees will be given the three DVD’s from Energy Solutions Foundations. The DVD’s are titled: Alphas, Betas, Gammas, Oh My! Nuclear Energy and the Use of Nuclear Materials, Nuclear is Hot! Everything you wanted to know about Nuclear Science But Were Afraid to Ask.
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